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the tai cheng program is not designed to
replace your current health and fitness
routine. instead, it will serve as a complement
to it, providing you with a better quality of life
at a much lower cost. tai cheng is a unique
approach to getting fit and healthy that can
only be found at the beachbody on demand.
no other workout studio offers you the same
combination of high-intensity physical
workouts and gentle conditioning programs
that tai cheng does. tai cheng will help you
achieve your health and fitness goals by
helping you learn the proper form and
movement patterns of tai cheng and tai chi,
while also helping you burn calories in a low-
impact and safe manner. the tai cheng
workout program is a combination of tai chi
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and qi gong. it is designed to help people of
all fitness levels burn more calories while
improving the posture, strength, flexibility
and overall health of your body. the program
offers an easy-to-follow routine that takes you
from beginners to advanced levels. youll be
able to burn up to 300 more calories per day
on average than you would by exercising
alone. if youre looking for a great workout
program that is easy on your body and
focuses on a multitude of areas that you need
to improve, then tai cheng is your best bet.
pick up the tai cheng workout download and
start your workout now! when you complete
tai cheng, you will receive a series of
dynamic, total body exercises that can be
used to help you improve your flexibility and
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range of motion, as well as to reduce joint and
muscle stiffness and soreness. as you can
imagine, these moves are not easy. they
include full-body stretches that are
sometimes uncomfortable, and some of the
sequences are designed to shake up your
joints and muscles. that being said, if you
follow along with dr. cheng's
recommendations for a full 90-days, you'll
have a lower-body strength workout that can
help improve your overall strength, stamina,
flexibility and balance. unlike many of
beachbody's other programs, there is no
particular number of repetitions or sets to
follow, and you can even choose to perform
tai cheng without using weights at all.
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Tai Cheng Workout Download Free

you can download tai cheng from the
beachbody store and get started right away.
for those of you who are new to beachbody,
you will receive a special introductory rate of

$19.99 - that's $29 off the retail cost of
$49.99. that's a savings of $20. this offer is
only good for one week, so don't waste the

opportunity to take advantage of this special
introductory rate. once you have a beachbody

store account, you can order a variety of
beachbody products, including tai cheng, and

save even more. in fact, this special
introductory rate will only be good through

the end of this month. this is a great program
to use if you have an existing fitness routine.
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the only difference is that instead of focusing
on an exercise program to lose weight and

build muscle, tai cheng focuses on improving
your overall fitness through a series of

movements from tai chi. the exercises are
designed to improve your flexibility and range
of motion, reduce muscle and joint stiffness

and soreness, and improve your daily energy
levels. plus, it is an easy-to-follow program, so
you can get started right away. this is a great
program if youre looking for a tai chi workout.
this website offers a free tai cheng workout
program with the purchase of a tai cheng

master kit. youll receive three dvds (tai chi,
tai chi healing and tai cheng for fitness), a

wall calendar, a rumbleroller foam roller, high-
resistance elastic strength band and a
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weighted glove set. the only difference is the
price. to get started, youll need to add the tai
cheng program to your cart, and then youll be

taken to a checkout screen to complete the
transaction. 5ec8ef588b
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